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I

INTRODUCTION
The purchase and care of equipment tor athletics
represents one o.f the major problems confronting those in
the physical education profession today.

All of us, more

than likely, at some time in our career will be confronted
with this problem.

It is constantly in front of all of us.

Equipment is one of the largest single considerations in most athletic activities.

The matter is one that

must receive great attention because good equipment often is
the difference between a maximum and a minimum number
ot injuries.

Fancy equipment isn't required.

But good,

substantial, protective items are a necessity, especially in
contact sports.

The well-dressed and well-equipped teams

usually are the well coached teams too.

1

The purchase and care of equipment was not an important responsibility of those in charge of the first interschool teams, for the players furnished their own equipment.
As interscholastic and intercollegiate athletics grew, schools
undertook to equip the players.

For a number of years the

equipment item did not assume large proportions because
equipment was needed.

little

The athletic program was limited to a

1. Forsythe, c. E., The Athletic Director's Handbook.
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956) p. Ss.

2

few sports, the squads were small, and the players were not
equipped as elaborately and completely as they are today.
iurthermore, the cost of athletic eq_uipment was considerably
. .
2
1 ess than it
is at present.

Today large sums of money are expended each and every
year for athletic equipment throughout the country.

Players,

coaches, and fans all have come to realize the importance
of good equipment down through the years.

-.ve take for grant-

ed today that our teams must be outfitted with safe, comfortable, and properly fitted protective equipment and with
colorful well-fitting uniforms.

Most of this equipment--

that which is produced by manufacturers of quality athletic
e(d.uipment--is designed to withstand hard play on the football
gridiron, the basketball court, and on the baseball and
softball diamond.

It is also designed for continued use,

provided it received proper care, cleaning and maintenance. 3
In many schools, particularly the smaller ones,
funds are limited, squads are as large as facilities and
eQuipment will permit, and safety precautions reguire the

2. Voltmer, E. ~.and ~ssllnger, A. A., The Orgakization and Administration of Physical Education. (New Yor :
Appleton-Century-Crafts, Inc., 1~3o) p. 328.
3. Baldwin, K. G., n:rake Care of Your .Athletic
Equipment", Journal of Health-Physical Education-Recreation,
Dec. 1~56, p.

Io.

3

purchase of the best quality of merchandise for the money
available.

Often times that for which money is available is

bought, not that which is needed.

Serious questions can be

raised as to the justification for sponsoring football by a
school unless it properly and adequately equips the boys
who play on its teams.

Good substantial and safety aJproved
equipment in all sports is a minimum essential. 4
~quipment

expense has become greater and greater as

time passed, and a great deal of money may be wasted unless
equipment is purchased carefully and cared for properly.

A

great deal has been learned about buying and caring for
equipment in recent years.

Those doing the purchasing have

found many ways by which they can reduce the expense ot
equipment without appreciably impairing its effectiveness
and appearance.

5

Taking care, the best possible care, of equipment
can prove to be the greatest single money saver in the
athletic budget.

A well organized program for the care of

equipment will pay off in increased life of the equipment.
The result: money saved which can be allocated to the purchase
of more and better athletic equipment. 6
4. Forsythe, C. E., Administration of E£fili School
Athletics. (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1~54) p. 216.
5.

Voltmer, E. F., op. cit., p. 328.

6. Fait, Hollis, "Make Your Equipment Last Longer",
Scholastic Coach, Jan. lg52, p. 20.

II
PURCHASE 0 F EQ,UIPMENT

When preparing to purchase equipment, the person
who is doing the buying, and here we will refer to him as
the director, has many factors to consider.
be a hasty or haphazard procedure.

It should not

There should be a regular

time and procedure for this important transaction.

Schools

should adopt the same business-like methods in purchasing
athletic equipment that are used in the purchase of other
.
7
sc h oo 1 supp 1 ies.

Buying, like all other business practices, involves
certain basic skills and tecJ:miques.

The director should

be familiar with them, since he usually acts as the purchasing agent for his department in the smaller schools and
colleges.

He should make a study of equipment and prices

and should be able to recognize values.

~fficient

purchasing

means quality purchasing at lowest oosts. 8
Viith prices at peak levels, the director must think
in terms of careful planning and saving in order to keep the
finances on an even keel.

c.

One of the best ways to save money
E., op. cit., p. 21?.

7.

Forsythe,

8.

Hughes, W. L. and -,filliams, J. F., Sports, Their
Administration. (New York: A. s. Bannes & Co.,

Organization~

1944) p. 185.

5

is by buying quality equipment and then maintaining carefully
to assure maxim.um longevity.

It is a well Known fact that

clean, well-kept equipment not only lasts longer but has an
excellent psychological effect on the players.

9

-THE DIRECTOR
The director, when purchasing athletic equipment,
has a great responsibility resting on his shoulders.

The

way he spends the money will cast a reflection on the
entire school system.

Re must determine need.

This usually

can be done through an accurate and thorough inventory of
equipment on hand and with special care being taken to note
its condition.

Also, by a careful study of the program

requirements for the forseeable future.

Careful attention

should be paid particularly to quantities of personal
equipment.
items.

There should be adequate sizes of these personal

Improper fitting equipment results in injuries,

restricts the movements of the participants, results in
damage to the equipment, and means loss of time. 10

9. Sullivan, J. v., "Care of Football Game Equipment", Scholastic Coach, Jan., 1953, p. 22.
10. Williams, J. F. and Hughes, w. L., Athletics
in Education. (Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders Co., 1930) p. 169.

6

An important part of his job consists of his

relations with the other members of his staff.

He should

consult with them frequently to discuss their equipment
needs.

.And, he should be particularly careful that he does

not favor one sport over another concerning equipment
purchases.
The director should investigate how previous equipment stood up under use.
in ordering new equipment.
ahead than next year.

This is often a valuable criteria
The buyer should look further

A great deal of equipment will be

used for several years and this will bring into focus the
decision that has to be made regarding quality versus quantity.
As a general rule, high quality is less expensive in the end.
This does not mean necessarily that
better the product.

t~e

higher the cost the

In many instances, increased cost is due

to decorative materials that have nothing to do with service
ability, performance, or protective qualities. 11
When seeking to purchase equipment, the director
should not be too eager.

"Hhen he becomes too eager, he

becomes a target for commercially profitable but inferior

11. Pease, J. M., "Tips on Purchasing Your Equipment", Journal of Health-?hysical Education-Recreation,
Dec. 195?, p. 2.,,-;

7

products that handicap players, complicate skill-teaching
efforts, and may increase accidents in the department.

The

recent graduate determined to set up an economy record with his
first job is fair game for the men who specialize in making
.

bargains at a profit.

12

Whenever the director is about to purchase some
equipment, especially protective equipment, it is a good idea
to ask himself this question, "Would I want my son to
compete in this equipment?"
It might be good if all athletic directors would
conform to the following fundamental principles for purchasing athletic equipment. 13
1.

Equipment purchased should conform to specifications; it should be official and should
be suitable for the service for which it is
intended.

2.

Prices should be consistent with market
conditions. Cut prices are to be avoided.

3.

Purchases should show consideration of the
needs of all athletics.

4.

Every purchase should be made on regulation
forms and in such manner as will insure
legality of contract, prompt delivery and
payments and sufficient management.

12. Castle, A. A., "Buyer, Beware", Journal of
Health-Physical Education-Recreation, April 1957, p. 2r.

13.

Williams, J. F., op. cit., p. 169-170.

8
The director can help his position, when purchasing athletic equipment, if he has a working knowledge of
how long his equipment will last taking into account normal
use.

This will give him an idea or what will be needed in

three or four years and to make some allowances for the
14
future.
In his job as the buyer, the athletic director
should consider the following: 15
l.

Design and material.

2.

Utility and cost of maintenance.

3.

Safety factors in protective equipment.

4.

~uality

5.

Source of supply.

6.

Price.

and workmanship.

As part of his task, the director should strive to
accomplish the following:

16

1.

Standardize equipment requirements.

2.

Budget for some replacements each year.

3.

Buy the best protective equipment.

14.

Castle, A. A., op. cit., p. 22.

15.

Ibid.

16.

Hughes,

w.

L., op. cit., pp. 188-189.

g

4.

Buy only from recognized sources of supply.

5.

Select proper sizes carefully.

6.

Look over inventory carefully and order
what you need.

?.

Try to avoid too many special orders.

8.

Keep accurate records.

9.

Order equipment early.

10.

Request samples of all special items.

After the equipment is purchased, the job of the
athletic director is not completed.

He is responsible to

see to it that the equipment is received properly, marked,
issued, cleaned and stored.

As a means of review and as

a checlc-list the director should always consider the following phases in the upkeep and care of athletic equipment. 17
1.

The proper marking of items.

2.

Sorting and shelving for immediate issuance
during the playing season.

3.

Proper facilities for checking in and drying
suits daily.

4.

Frequent laundering of socks, T-shirts, and
supporters.

5.

Frequent inspection of items for repair.

6.

Special bags for packing uniforms for trips.

17. Lamer, E., The Athletic Plant. (New York:
Whittlessey House, 1938) P:-167.

10

7.

Ready replacements for worn out equipment.

8.

Daily care of playing equipment.

9.

Check-up and inventory of equipment at the close
o:e each season.
Provision for the storing of equipment at
the end of the season.

10.

Today the director, who neglects to properly
clean, repair, and store his athletic equipment is not
operating the department in the most economical way.

Over

a period of years standard equipment, properly cared for
and added to each year should show considerable saving and
enable the department to equip incrsasingly larger squads.

18

I:MPORTlillCE OlP INVENTORY

One of the most important items in purchasing and
caring for athletic equipment is the use of proper inventories.
These inventories show need, condition, items for repair
and loss.

A system of perpetual inventory is quite of ten

the best.

In large schools, it is usually a good practice

for the coach of each sport to turn in an inventory of his
particular equipment at the close of the season.

This gives

first-hand information as to what is on hand and supports

18.

Williams, J. F., op. cit., p. 180.

11

his position when asking the director for new equipment
for the next year. 19 (See pages 35 and 36 in the Appendix.)
By comparing the yearly inventory with last years
inventory, the director should be able to account for all
equipment.

Such a yearly inventory will show four things.

20

1.

How much equipment is on hand for the next
season of the various sports.

2.

What equipment has to be repaired or replaced.

3.

How much new personal and game equipment will
have to be purchased prior to the start of
the next season in the various sports.

4.

Whether managers or equipment men are efficient
and indicate whether or not athletic equipment
is being lost or stolen.

EQUIPMENT ST.AN"D.ARDIZ.ATIO!J
By

this term is meant the adoption, by a school,

of a certain color, type, and style of equipment which is

maintained over a period of years.

There are advantages

in buying certain consistant types of equipment, usually
from the same firm.

It allows for the replacement of the

equipment in whole or in part.
material and color.

The end result is uniformity over a

19. Forsythe,
20.

Ibid.

It maintains quality of

c.

E., op. cit., p. 219.

12

period of years.

Economy is practiced in that items can

be matehed in varied quantities without having to purchase
a complete new outfit each season.
are

obtained and repairs can be made more success-

ea~dly

f'ully.

Parts and replacements

However, the director must be alert to the rapid

change:) in equipment in order that he will not be caught
with a large amount of obsolete equipment.

21

SOURCE OF SUPPLY
At all times, the director must give consideration
to the source of supply.

As a general rule, greater

economy, serviceability, performance, and protect ion will
result when purchases are confined to equipment manutactured
by recognized companies.
Today, more than ever before, when you stray from
the path

01...

dealing with sources of known reliability and

of demanding products of known quality, you may expect
disappointment.

The producer of an obscure brand at cut

prices intentionally reduces quality and finds advantages
in obscurity.
be known.

The quality-product manufacturer wants to

He exhibits, advertises, and utilizes other

21. Voltmer,

~.

F., op. cit., p. 329.

13

means of communication to say that his articles are good,
that he made them, and that he wants the world to know it.
The obscure brand, by comparison, is simply a name printed
on the product to make it look legitimate.

It is something

you never heard of before and will probably never see
again. As a rule, this type is to be avoided. 22
Your best protection is to secure quality brand
merchandise from dependable dealers at fair prices.
i~uality

equipment will provide economical and satisfactory

service and your legitimate dealer will support all claims

tor his merchandise. 23
A few policies that the director mi@t.lt keep in
mind regarding source of supply are as follows:

24

1.

Purchase athletic equipment from reputable
firms that are known to sell reliable materials
at reasonable prices.

2.

Divide the purchases among several of the best
athletic equipment houses.

3.

Patronize small local dealers if they render
equal or better service tor the same or
less money.

22.

Castle, A. A., op. cit., p. 22.

23.

Castle, A.

24.

Hughes,

w.

,\

.L1.. ,

op. cit., p • 22.

L.' op. cit., pp. 18?-188.

14
PROPER ~

IQli

OHDERING

The athletic director must know when to order
and be prepared to do so.

If he is late getting an order

in it can result in higher prices due to rushed delivery
that is necessary to get the equipment to the school in
time to be used.
Under conditions prevailing today, advance orders
for :t'all and winter equipment should be placed with the
dealers in March or April.

This permits time for proper

checking on size, color, manufacturing specifications,
and other details important to producing what you want.
When time is inadequate disappointment 'and additional delays
often accrue.

The hurried distributor II19.Y overlook certain

required data and turn in incomplete orders.

These must

be referred back for correction before production can
start.

Thus delay breeds delay. 25
The good director will set a pattern of suitably-

timed advanced ordering and the more difficult situations
will be relieved.

The basic thing is for the director

to adjust his thinking to modern practices and needs, and
"order early".

26

25. Bowman, F. J., "Order Your Equipment Early",
Journal of Health-Physical Education-Recreation, April
1957, p.24.
26.

Ibid.

15

When ordering early, the director may specify
a pre-season date with the understanding that the goods
will be paid for October 1st, the same as if they had
been ordered in September.

The school cannot lose.

If

prices go up the quotations stand, and if prices go down
the institution gets the reduction.

Fall equipment should

be ordered in the sr:iring, while spring goods should be
ordered during the fall.

27

BIDS AHD DISCOUNTS
The athletic director may purchase his equipment
from the company's representative at the prices quoted by
the salesman or on a bid basis.

Local conditions sometimes

require that all athletic equipment be bought on the bid
basis.

If this is the case, it is important the descrip-

tions be accurate and the quality indicated.

Often it is

desirable to name a brand and catalogue number, adding
"or its equivalent".
the vendor will

This leads to greater assurance that

comparable material if the brand28 By b.d
.
~
.
.
d oes no t receive
t h e oraer.
i b asis
name supp 1 ier
sup~ly

it is meant that three or four or more large equipment
suppliers are notified of the equipment, types and amount,
2?.

Williams, J.

28.

Forsythe,

c.

l:j'
J; •

'

op. cit., p. 171.

E.' op. cit., p. 105.
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PROPER TIME £Qli OHDERIHG
The athletic director must know when to order
and be prepared to do so.

If he is late getting an order

in it can result in higher prices due to rushed delivery
that is necessary to get the equipment to the school in
time to be used.
Under conditions prevailing today, advance orders
for fall and winter equipment should be placed with the
dealers in Ivlarch or .April.

This permits time for proper

checking on size, color, manufacturing specifications,
and other details important to producing what you want.
When time is inadequate disappointment 'and additional delays
often accrue.

The hurried distributor ma.y overlook certain

required data and turn in incomplete orders.

These must

be referred back for correction before production can
start.

Thus delay breeds delay. 25
·rhe good director will set a pattern of suitably-

timed advanced ordering and the more difficult situations
will be relieved.

The basic thing is for the director

to adjust his thinking to modern practices and needs, and
"order early".

26

25. Bowman, F. J., "Order Your Equipment Early",
Journal of Health-Phzsical Education-Recreation, April
H~57,

p. 24.

26.

Ibid.

15

When ordering early, the director may specify
a pre-season date with the understanding that the goods
will be paid for October 1st, the same as if they had
been ordered in September.

The school cannot lose.

If

prices go up the quotations stand, and if prices go down
the institution gets the reduction.

Fall equipment should

be ordered in the spring, while spring goods should be
ordered during the fall.
BIDS .Al'JD

27

DISCOUNTS
The athletic director may purchase his equipment

from the company's representative at the prices quoted by
the salesman or on a bid basis.

Local conditions sometimes

require that all athletic equipment be bought on the bid
basis.

If this is the case, it is important the descrip-

tions be accurate and the quality indicated.

Often it is

desirable to name a brand and catalogue number, adding
"or its equivalent".
the vendor will

This leads to greater assurance that

sup~;ly

comparable material if the brand-

name supplier does not receive the order.

28

By bid basis

it is meant that three or four or more large equipment
suppliers are notified of the equipment, types and amount,
27.

Williams, J.

28.

:Forsythe,

c.

l:s'
J.; •

'

op. cit., p. 171.

E.' o:p. cit., p. 105.
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that is to be purchased, and are asked to submit their best
prices for the various items.

These various bids are then

considered by the director when he is ready to buy.

(See

page 37 in the Appendix.)
The director must be aware or discounts.

He must

know which are "legitimate discounts" and those which are
not.

Some attractive discounts are mere additions to the

norm.al selling price.

Large, seemingly impossible discounts

are ones which the director should investigate thoroughly.
Usually these are to be avoided.

"Two percent within ten

days" is usually a legitimate discount offered by the
reputable manufacturers or jobbers.

This type discount

can and should be used to the fullest advantage.

29

PURCHASE ORDERS
Every school and/or director should adopt some form
of regulation purchase order form to
athletic equipment.

be

used in purchasing

These forms should be made in three

copies or more depending on the particular school.

It is a

good practice to have each copy a different color.

(See

page 38 in the Appendix.)
to the proper place.

29.

This helps in directing the copies

Having the purchase order signed by more

Voltmer, E. F., op. cit., p. 332.

17

than one person often serves as a check against mistakes in
making out and placing the order.

The copies of the

purchase order should be distributed as follows: 30
1.

Original--sent to firm with which the order
is placed.

2.

First duplicate--retained by athletic director.

3.

Second duplieate--filed in either principal's
or business manager's office.

These orders should be filed in a binder where
they can be preserved and be available for ready reference.

36.

Forsythe,

c.

E., op. cit., p. 219.

III

C.ARE OF EQ.UIP:MEJ.1"T

The care of athletic equipment begins at the moment
the equipment arrives from the

manui~acturer.

If proper

handling does not commence at that time, problems arrise
that grow and grow as time passes.
Certain policies should guide the athletic administrator in caring for sports equipment.

They are as follows:

l.

Check all equipment thoroughly upon arrival
from manufacturer.

2.

Provide one person to care for all of the
athletic eq_uip1uen t.

3.

Permit only the equipment manager to issue
equipment.

4.

Maintain a perpetual inventory of equipment.

5.

Provide a proper stock room.

6.

Require all players to sign for all issued
equipment.

7.

Keep a record of all equipment issued.

8.

Provide necessary facilities for repairing
equipment.

~.

Issue clean equipment as often as necessary.

10.

31.

Set up facilities for cleaning equipment.
Hughes,

w.

L., op. cit., pp. 201-210.

31

19

CHECKING 1!! .AND N.LARKING

~

EQ.UIPMENT

Immediate action should be taken when articles arrive
from the manufacturer.

Each piece of equipment should

be checked thoroughly.

Any damaged or incorrect equip-

ment should be promptly returned to the seller.

As each

piece is inspected and accepted it should be noted on
the inventory system and then marked.

Every article

should always contain the schools mark.

Many systems,

letter type and number type or a combination of both, are
being used successfully.
system.

The stencil is a very satisfactory

Clip tags can be used on the tongues of shoes or

paint type markings can be used on the back of the heels.
The practice of burning initials into leather goods is not
recommended.

32

The practice of saving labels from equipment can
prove invaluable.

They will help greatly in caring for

your equipment and prolonging its life.
show:

A good label will

33

1.

The fabric or leather and the trade name such
as, cotton or cowhide.

2.

Name of garment maker.

32.

Williams, J •.:?., op. cit.,

p.

182.

33. Carta, T. M., "Caring For Football Equipment",
Athletic Journal, Nov. 1954, pp. 28-29.

20

3.

Color fast or not; how it reacts to washing.

4.

Special finishes used.

5.

Percent of residual shrinkage and if it has
a shrink control finish.

6.

Special care instructions such as, washing,
drying, ironing and water temperature.

A good equipment room is an essential and should
be large enough to accommodate all the equipment handled
by the department.

It should be neatly shelved in such

a manner that all articles are readily accessible for
issue.

The room should be well lighted and ventilated and,

if the equipment is to be preserved, it must be neither
overheated nor damp.

Since the purpose of this room is

to provide control and to facilitate distribution of
equipment it must be well planned, giving full consideration to the demands for the many articles stored.

Common

sense will suggest that articles in constant demand will
b e p 1ace d wh ere t h ey are easi·1 y accessi"bl e. 34
Every athletic department needs a drying room
in conjunction with the equipment room.

Placing wet equip-

ment in a locker after a practice or game will tend to
deteriorate the material and rust the lockers.

34.

Williams, J. F., op. cit., p. 181.

By the use

21

of the drying room this problem will be solved and the department will save a considerable ar::i.ount of money.

In addition,

the drying room can be of great service if the department
35
hopes to launder its own equipment and towels.
ECUIPM:ENT

IvL;;.N,~GER

If a high school or college is spending several
thousand dollars annually for athletic eg_uipment, it is
imperative that they have an equipment manager.

This does

not mean just a man in need of employment but rather a
rn.an who will make your eg_uipment work for you.

It is true

his salary may absorb the difference in dollars saved
during the first two or three seasons, but the situation
will be raversed once he has created a good used stock.
He

.

will make the situation a paying one.

36

;;. full time specialist offers the ideal situation.
The equipment manager should feel that each and every piece
of

e~uipment

entrusted to his care is a personal respon-

sibility and should make every effort to insure its return
at the close of the season.

dhen this policy is adhered

to, a substantial saving of money will be effected.

'rhis

will manifest itself in an increase in the

on

e~uipment

-----3-5-.-.,,,,v.-0'""1""'t-rr-1e-r-,'"":rr;""''i- ."""""1!',.....-,-0-p-.-c-i....t,..-.-,-p-._..,.,3,...,4'""2,.....--- ____.. _ __
Bottorf, F. C., rtThe Responsibilities of an
Eq_uipment Manager", Athletic Journal, June 1950, p. 24.
36.
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hand, and a subsequent decrease in the purchase of replacemen ts.

3?

The equipment manager should be responsible for
the following duties: 38
1.

Checking in of new equipment.

2.

Marking equipment.

3.

Keeping a perpetual inventory.

4.

Rating equipment.

5.

Issue of equipment.

6.

Towel exchange.

?.

Exchange of clean for dirty equipment.

8.

Cleaning of equipment.

9.

Repair of equipment.

10.
ISSUE

~

Storage of equipment.

EXCHANGE .Ql E9,UIPMENT

One of the largest headaches connected with athletic
equipment is its issue and its exchange.

Dozens of items

must be handled daily, and hundreds of boys are kept equipped
during the school year.

If the equipment manager has his

3?. Murray, J. T., "An Equipment System for a
Large Sports Program", Scholastic Coach, Jan. 195?, p. 11.
38.

Murray, J. T., op. cit., p. 11.
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operation functioning properly, the problems of the director
.1 y. 39
an d th e coac h es are l essene d consiuerab
Every piece of equipment issued should be accounted
for.

A very desirable method of keeping a record of equip-

ment is through the card system.

Each student signs a

card on which is recorded the equipment issued to him.
Every sport has a special card of a different color.

The

football cards may be yellow and the basketball cards
white.

After each card is signed it is filed alphabetically

.
.
according
to its
color. 40

( See page 39 i n the Appendix. }

When exchanging general equipment such as T-shirts,
socks, and towels, the one for one exchange system is the
best.
A daily system of checking in all practice equipment is quite good.
drying cage.

Each boy is assigned a space in the large

He calls for his equipment before practice

by his space number.

After practice he returns the equip-

ment on his hanger and it is hung up in the drying cage.
This system helps speed up daily issue and keeps equipment from hanging wet in the boys locker over-night.
Some of the advantages of this system are: 41

39. Lacy, E. H., "The Issuing of Equipment",
Athletic Journal, Nov. 1956, p. 38.
40.
41.

z. F., op. cit., p. 343.
Forsythe, c. E., op. cit., p. 225.

Voltmer,
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1.

The uniforms are given an opportunity to dry
before the next practice. 'rhis results in
cleaner equipment and causes the garments
to wear longer.

2.

The boy is able to have clean clothes more
often. This keeps infection down to a
minimum.

3.

'Nhen a boy leaves school or is dropped from
the squad, his clothes are already in and
need only to be checked off his name. Thus,
he has no opportunity to take something with
him.

4.

When a boy is sick or injured and does not
use his equipment, it hangs on a hanger and
no other boy can get to it to borrow or
steal any part of it. When he returns to
practice his uniform is just as he left it,
whether it is one day or one month later.

5.

The system teaches the boys to be careful with their uniforms or pay a severe
penalty.

6.

It does away with the temptation to steal
or break in and use someone's property.

7.

It promotes harmony among the boys by not
allowing the big boys to take all the better
equipment from the small boys.

8.

It relieves the coach of practically all
worries caused by equipment.

9.

The system makes it possible for the small
school to maintain first class equipment for
a large squad; furnish every detail of
equipment for the boys and yet work within
a very limited budget.

This system is

~lso

advantageous on game days when

there are a million and one things to do.

On the days of

25

games, the game uniforms are just substituted for those used
in practice and the pick-up and return routine is the same.
For away games the equipment manager can pick each boys'
equipment off of his hanger, place it in the traveling bag,
and hang it back up. The boys then pick up their equipment
. t h e usual manner. 42 (See page 40 in the Appendix.)
in
DAILY CA.RE Q! EQ.UIPMENT

The life of equipment can be greatly prolonged if
it receives proper daily attention.

Items such as socks,

T-shirts, and supporters should be exchanged daily if
possible.

Excess perspiration cuts the life of these

cotton goods considerably.

Practice equipment should be

hung in the drying cage each nigit.

This daily drying

will add years to the life of equipment.

Leather shoes in

particular should receive careful daily treatment.
is all the more important on wet days.

This

They should be
cleaned, brushed and oiled with great regularity. 43
42.

Forsythe, C. E. , op. cit. , p. 225.

43.

Forsythe,

c.

E., op. cit., p. 223.
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CARE Q! SPECIAL ITEMS
Certain items of the equipment require special
attention.

The care and cleaning of cotton garments

is most important.

Periodic cleaning is really an invest-

ment not an expense.
to be watched.

Knit goods and special textiles are

Some basic principals in caring for cottons,

knit goods, and special textiles are:

44

1.

Reasonable care is always a must in cleaning
athletic uniforms.

2.

Repeated bleachings will weaken materials;
dry bleaching will fade or subdue bright
athletic colors.

3.

Materials, especially cottons, can be
weakened because of rot or mildew which,
under certain conditions, can occur in as
little as twelve hours. Moist, warm conditions promote the growth of rot and
mildew. Nylon and orlon materials ofter
excellent resistance to this type of
deterioration.

4.

For the best color preservation, and to
eliminate bleeding, uniforms of different
colors should be cleaned separately.

5.

All knit materials have a tendency to
shrink slightly. This tendency can be
minimized if your cleaner exercises proper
care.

You must remember that leather absorbs moisture
and demands proper drying.
44.

Baldwin,

v.

Leather shoes should be dried
G., op. cit., p. 11.
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at room temperatures.

High drying temperatures will heat

the moisture in the leather and creates a cooL\:ing process
within the leather.
surface cracks.

This destroys the pliability and causes

45

Excess heat is also the enemy of wooden

e~uipment •

.E'or this reason, wooden eg_uipment should be kept away from
heat.

They should also be oiled frequently to prevent

drying out and to ::ecr th1Sr., from cracking.

Some form of

wood preservative should be placed on all wooden items
regularly. This seals the pours of the wood and helps to
pro t ec t l.•t • 46
11,:etal equi:y:rr:.ent should be frequently inspected
and kept painted.

This :painting will prevent rust and

prolong its life.
CLEili~ING

Off

E~UIPMENT

Cleanliness is an all in12ortant i tern. in the care
oL'

equipment.

It helps cut down infections and prolongs

the life of the eq_uir;inen t.

If possible the school should

try to set up its own laundry.

.... vmsher alone can do the

45.

Carta, T. K., op. cit., p. 29.

46.

Jfait, Hollis, op. cit., p. 20.
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job, but it is better to have a washer, extractor, and dryer
if you can manage it.

If you send any of your uniforms

to be dry-cleaned, be sure to give the cleaner proper
instructions regarding the fabrics.

Try, if possible,

to clean your game uniforms each week during the season.
It will pay in the long run.
.

.

.

ing hints for uniforms:

Listed below are some clean-

4?

1.

Avoid cold and very hot water.
cause shrinkage.

2.

Rinse water and wash water should be the same
temperature.

3.

Don't use an extremely hot iron.

4.

Any football uniform can be sent to a reputable
laundry.

5.

Do not use harsh dry cleaning fluids.

REPAIR OF

Both will

E'~UIPMENT

Today there are many reputable firms that make the
reconditioning of athletic equipment their business.

The

athletic director who is conscious of the situation can
make valuable use of their services.

The equipment manager

can also be ot invaluable assistance.
instances reconditioning pays off.

In many, many

Often a piece of

e~uip-

4'7. 'Nilson News Service, "Care Makes Football
Equipment l.asttt, Journal of Health-Physical EducationRecreation, Dec. 1954, p. 31.

ment can be reconditioned and placed in good useable
condition for two to four dollars when a new piece of the
.

.

.

same equipment would cost fifteen to twenty-five dollars.

48

A sewing machine in the equipment room can come
in very handy.

It can be used for minor rips and tears.

Another excellent way to repair rips and tears in cloth or
canvas is by Lam-A-Fab, a newly invented liquid fabric
cement.

Anything made of fabric is quickly, cheaply,

and permanently repaired by this product.
useful in repairing gymnasium mats.

It is particularly

4~

During and between uses, storage of equipment is
all important.

One large centrally located storage area,

preferably in the equipment room, is the most practical.
The storage area should contain shelves, bins, racks for
head gears and pads, drying cage, and an easily accessible
.
.
.
.
t 50
window
for issuing
equipmen
•

At seasons end the equipment manager must condition
the equipment for storage.

Air-tight bins or trunks or

boxes for the woolen goods, and special cases or racks for
the leather articles should be provided.

Cotton material

48.

Voltmer, E. F., op. cit., p. 349.

4S.

Nilson News Service, op. cit., p. 31.

50.

Forsythe,

c. E.,

op. cit., p. 226.
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may be wrapped and stocked on shelves or in bins.

Following

are suggestions for conditioning and storage of athletic
equipment.

51

LE.A.TEER SHOES--Clean thoroughly.

cleats.

Re-number.

Replace laces and

Rub track shoes with vasoline.

Store in

dry place (bins or shelves).
HELNIETS--Leather-clean with saddle soap.
with light sandpaper and liQuid.

Re-paint.

Plastic-buff

Place on a wooden

form or rack or stuff inside of helmet with paper and tie ear
flaps together with string.
because it will stretch.

Do not fasten elastic strap,

Clean sponge rubber inside of

helmet with soap and water and antiseptic solution.
for size.

Re-number.

Tag

Store in dry place.

HIP, SHOULDER .il..1.W
1

lU~EE

PADS--VVipe clean.

Re-number.

Clean sponge rubber with soap, water and antiseptic solution.
Shellac leather portions of pads.

Tag for size.

Store in

dry place.
IN]~ATED

on the market.

BALLS--Clean with any standard ball cleaner
Deflate to three to five pounds pressure.

Store in dry place.
CP..NVA.S SHOES--Wash in automatic washer; thoroughly dry

and brush.

Tag for size.

(bins or shelves).

51.

Ibid.

Replace laces.

Store in dry place
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WOOLEN GARMENTS--Clean thoroughly;
thoroughly before dry cleaning.
Tag for size.

be sure to wash

Repair rips and mend holes.

Store in airtight bins or trunks.

Sprinkle

napthalene, paradichlorobenzene, or camphor crystals throughout the garments.

Be certain that the container is airtight.

COTTON GARMEHTS--Launder thoroughly.
repairs.

Re-number and indicate sizes.

Store in dry place.

SILK G.ARN'.iENTS--Launder or dry-clean.
for size.

Pack in boxes or bundles.

Re-number, tag for size and grade.

worn pants for mending.

Repair.

Tag

Store in dry place.

FOOTBALL P.ANTS--Launder thoroughly.
repairs.

Inspect for

Inspect for
Save best of

Store in dry place.

WRESTLING MATS--Launder thoroughly; covers should be
washed by hand with soap, water and a brush.

Repair, fold

and store in dry place.
FOOTBALL Dtn'iMIES .AND CHARGING 1UlCHINES--Clean

former and store in dry place.
machines.

Repair and repaint charging

Store inside in dry place.

BASEBALLS, BATS, BASES--Wipe off bats, treat and
store in dry place.

Save used balls for practice.

Clean

bases and store in dry place.
HURDLES, BENCHES, TOE BO.ARDS, AND TAKE-OF.!!1 BO.A.RDS--

Repair, repaint and store in dry place.
JAVELINS--Clean, hang from a height with point
downward to prevent warping.

Store in dry place.
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VAULTING POLES--Clean, lay in straight position
to prevent warping.

Store in moderately dry place.

DISCUS AND SHOT--Clean and store in moderately
dry place.
TENNIS NETS--Fold or roll around wooden pole.

Store

in dry place.
FIRST-AID KIT--Clean kit and bottles.
bottles.
opens.

Relabel

Replenish stock as inventory indicated when season
Store kit in clean, dry place.
TICKET BOOTHS--Clean and repaint.

Store in dry

place if removable.
SCORE-BOARDS--Clean and repaint.
individual placards if necessary.

Re-number and paint

Check mechanical device

and wiring if electrical scoreboard is used.

Store removable

parts in dry place.
PUBLIC-ADDRESS SYSTEM--Check transmitters, amplifiers

and wiring.

Store in safe place.

From an economical standpoint proper storage pays
off.

It lends a neat appearance to the room and more

important, aids in taking inventory, ordering new equipment,
.

and issuing equipment.

52.

Sullivan,

52

J. V.,

op. cit., p. 22.

IV
SUMMARY

In the foregoing pages, I have tried to discuss
the most important items in the problem of purchasing and
caring for athletic equipment.

While each item of equipment

is unique in itself, it requires certain special care.
There are some general basic principles that the director
can apply to all equipment.

He should use business-like

procedures in purchasing all equipment.
quality equipment from reputable dealers.

He should buy
This practice

will prove most economical over a period of years.

He

should order his equipment early and take advantages of
legitimate discounts.
the most advantageous.

Buying on a bid basis is quite often
Equipment should be inspected

frequently, inventoried and the stock should be kept
replenished.

The director should see to it that equipment

is cleaned regularly during the season and that it receives
necessary in-season maintenance.

Finally, before storage

at the end of the season, each item of equipment should be
brought back as near as possible to its original condition.
Storage should always be in a cool dry place.

APPENDIX
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TABLE II
HIDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT

INVEl~TORY

CARD.5h

Item:

Description
Size and Color

54.

Forsythe, C.

Mfg.

E.,

#

Year
Purchased

op. cit., P• 99.
36

Condition

Place
Stored

TABLE; III

PRICE QUOTATION FOR11f5

-

JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLE'l'IC ASSOCIATION
Johnson, Tenn.

D. E. Brumleve
Athletic Director

Please quote us your best price on the following items, f.o.b., Johnson,
Term.
When more than one item is listed, we reserve the right to place our
order for any or all of the items at prices shown. The Athletic Ass'n
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
The bids must reach us on or before:

Quantity

To:

Unit

~~~~~~~-,:!D~a~t-e--~~~~~~~~-

Description

Unit
Price

'l'otal
Cost

Athletic Director, Johnson High School, Johnson, Term.

We agree to furnish any or all of the above items at prices quoted.
Delivery date promised f .o.b., Johnson, Tenn·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

55.

Forsythe, C. E., op. cit., p. 106.
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TABLE IV

PURCHASE ORDER

56

Purchase Order

No.

435

-----~--

Ishpeming High School Athletic Ass'n
Ishpeming, Mich.
To:

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l95_
Please fill the following order and send the invoice to the
Athletic Association.

Ordered by:

Ship Via:

Prin.-Ath. Dir.

56.

Forsythe,

c. E.,

op. cit., P• 220.
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TABLE V

-

FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT RECORD

CARD 57

------------Class----------Date-------

Name

FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT RECOb:D

Article

No.

No.

Article

Pants - Practice

Hip Pads

Jersey - Practice

Rib Pads

T - shirt

Knee Pads

Supporter

Ankle Wraps

Sox
Towels
Helmet

Game Pants

Shoulder Pads

Gan:e Jersey
Locker

I have received the above articles
from the Ath. Ass 1 n.and promise
to return the same when called for,
or pay for same at face value.

Home Address
Phone:

Signed:

57.

Forsythe, C. E., op. cit., p. 120.
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Combination

TABLE VI

-

MAS'rER EQUIPMENT RECORD CARD58

Record
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58.

Forsythe,

c.

E., op. cit., P• 122.
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